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1. Critique of Social Systems

It is not a matter of giving information when
one states today that the critics of capitalism

are divided into two divergent camps. On the

one hand are those who attack capitalism with

full force and refuse to give it any quarter. In

their minds capitalism is "all wrong" and the

sooner it is overthrown the better for all man-
kind. On the other hand there are those who
still have all their hopes for the "good life"

pinned on some form of capitalism. These usual-

ly acknowledge that many abuses have occurred

in our day of dominant capitalism, but they

consider these abuses as not inherently con-

nected with the system as such.

The second class of critics says that all our
capitalistic civilization needs is a bit of doctor-

ing up; while the first class asserts most vigor-

ously that the operation needed to heal us of our

social evils is such that the patient cannot sur-

vive the ordeal. Often the divergence into two
camps is called a divergence between those who
wish to abolish the profit-system and those who
wish to retain it.

A critique of capitalism today easily turns

out to be a critique of our entire civilization, and
any social evils inherent in the latter are then

laid at the feet of capitalism. "Unfair, entirely
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unfair,” the opponents of such critics declare,

“you are confusing the economic system of cap-

italism with the philosophy of life that has

been dominant in our civilization, and are then

finding it child's play to condemn the economic
system.”

“There is nothing unfair about that,” is the

reply: “our economic system has shaped our

civilization especially in the last century and a

half. The dominant power in our social life,

and in our political life as well, has been eco-

nomic. The philosophy that has influenced our

public life has been permeated by the principles

of laissez-faire . Our whole civilization has been

capitalistic, and capitalism must be judged by
the condition of our civilization even as the

tree is judged by its fruits. In the days before

the depression the spokesmen of capitalism were

content enough to point to every advantage of-

fered by our civilization as being the result of

the capitalistic system.”

Be that as it may, any economic system is at

once a system that has to do with attaining the

necessaries as well as the comforts of life and
distributing them among men and is at the

same time an attitude towards the general mean-
ing of human life, or in other words a philoso-

phy or spiritual attitude towards life. This is

true of capitalism; and it is likewise true of any

economic system that may be proposed as a

substittue for it. Socialism, communism, dis-

tributism, the medieval economy—all of these
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deal with the ways and means of making mate-

rial goods subserve the needs and the enjoyment
of man, and all of them have an underlying

philosophy of life that has to do with the ulti-

mate meaning of life, its purpose and its true

values.

Our present-day capitalism has not only hap-

pened to grow up side by side with the laissez-

faire theory which is thoroughly individualistic

and which separated economic life from inter-

ference on the part of the State; but it has ac-

tually grown and developed under the guiding

inspiration of this same laissez-faire . It is in fact

very doubtful whether capitalism could have

developed into what we have today except un-

der the influence of the philosophy of life that

is contained in the laissez-faire theory.

Whether this intimate causal connection is

to be denied or not, should become to some ex-

tent evidence in the course of a critique of capi-

talism. Such a critique cannot be satisfied with

pointing out some undesirable features of our

present economic life; it must face the further

question: Do these arise out of the very nature

of capitalism, or are they merely accidental?

What are the criteria to be used in thus ad-

judging an economic system or a theory of eco-

nomic life? Roughly one may mention three

points which must come into consideration

whenever there is question of evaluating any
current or proposed economic system, whether
capitalism or socialism, or communism, or any
other possible one:
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(1) How does the system fulfil the general

purpose of material goods in regard to man-
kind? Does it help to make these goods sub-

serve the needs of men? How efficient is it in

attaining the distribution of the necessary goods
to all men?

(2) What is the relation of the system to

family stability and the moral virtues on which
rests the stability of the family and of social

life in general? Does it promote the social

relations of men, and foster the spirit of solidar-

ity among human beings?

(3) How does it safeguard and promote the

individual rights of man: the right to live, to

work, to determine one's means of- livelihood,

to exercise free choice in the development of

one's abilities and personality, to obey the moral

law, to worship according to one's conscience,

to be a respectable member in the society of

men, etc., etc.?

These three classes of values go to make up
the full life of man here on earth. The first re-

gards the necessary means for the development

of the other two, and the last two embrace all

that is of value to man here below as an indi-

vidual and as a social being. An economic sys-

tem must stand or fall by its attitude on the true

values of human existence and by its being a

successful means for the attainment of these by
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2. Supremacy of the Money Power

The relations of men living together in so-

ciety may be determined by two quite contrary

attitudes. One of these attitudes is based on tne

principle of mutual aid and cooperation be-

tween members; and the other is based on ths.

principle of mutual competition or combat be-

tween members. The one makes for solidarity

and a better life for all and is based on justice

and charity. The other makes for a universal

struggle for existence based on the survival of

the most competent, or those who are fittest for

such a "battle of all against all.”

The struggle for existence based on competi-

tion is the general law of animal life—the law
of the jungle. It makes for the development and
supremacy of power; so that the struggle for

existence turns to a struggle for the power to

rule by right of might. The union for better

life ("united we stand"), based on mutual co-

operation, is the general law of reasonable ani-

mals, the law of human kind. Yet this social

cooperation also exists among some animals,

who by instinct live together in mutual aid, e.a..

bees and ants. And the animal struggle for ex-

istence also exists among men, who thereby

lower themselves to the status of brute or dumb
animals.
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The individualistic philosophy of modern
capitalism is built upon the latter rule: each in-

dividual must look out for his own best inter-

ests only. This is the law of the jungle applied

to human existence and it naturally ends in the

supremacy of power, the glorification of might,

no matter how subtly that might may exercise

its domination, no matter how invisibly that

power may work.

Any struggle for existence among men, based

on the law of the jungle, must end either in

social chaos or in the absolute monopoly of all

conditions of life by those who come out ahead

in the struggle and dominate by virtue of power.

Or the result may be a combination of both.

This seems to be true of capitalism today. It

has failed in all the criteria which an economic

system or a philosophy of life must finally be

judged. It has failed in the proper distribution

of the necessaries of life, so that we have want
and starvation in an age of plenty or of poten-

tial superabundance. It has failed in the up-

holding of a proper scale of human values, and

in preserving the dominance and health of the

social units that are necessary to the life of man.
e.g. f the family. And all this by reason of the

successful pursuit of its one goal: the winning
out of the few "best men" in the struggle for

economic supremacy and control. The influence

of economic power on our civilization has ended

by being in absolute control of all the channels

of life.
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In the preceding series of articles on the social

question some mention was made of the grow-
ing monopoly of our economic life by financial

capitalism and of the initial opposition on the

part of the law to economic interlocking and
combining. But the influence of capitalism was
stronger than that of law, and the incorporation

laws of the different States not only became

more and more lax as the struggle continued,

but the growing organizations were finally al-

lowed to write almost any clause they wished

into their charters. Thus "extreme powers not

only to operate the business, but also to alter or

take away pre-existing rights of stockholders/*

established the absolute supremacy of those who
held the controls. The whole economic life of

the nation was in their hands.

"When two hundred such artificial persons

[corporations] begin to control the public press,

run the strongest lobbies, determine the prices

of commodities arbitrarily, close down the fac-

tories, crash the stock markets, change the pur-

chasing power of money so that debts become
usurious, and in general block the free exchange

ind flow of money and credit, and acquire the

ownership of eighty per cent of all productive

property, then, what liberty is left for the one
hundred and twenty million natural persons of

this commonwealth? Even the stockholders of

such corporations are the slaves of their own
directors" (John C. Rawe, S.J., The American
Review , February, 1935).
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This is the logical result of the rationaliza-

tion of all economic endeavor towards the single

goal of profit for profit's sake, or profits for

^ver further investment and larger control. The
twentieth century has seen the full triumph of

capitalism, and thus constitutes the golden age

of its achievement. Today no one can doubt
any longer that money reigns supreme and dom-
inates everything. It is the triumph of plu-

tocracy.

Money is today the great international power
behind all government. And every phase of our

life, economic production, militarism, com-
merce, amusements, even education, are all defi-

nitely subject to and controlled by those who
own and loan the money for civilization to

carry on. And the control is exercised not for

the common good of society or public welfare

as such, but for the private emolument of those

in power. That much is inherent in the suprem-

acy of the profit motive.

The power of money is all the more absolute

because it is international in its organization

far beyond any such international organization

in the political field; because it is impersonal

and anonymous, and for that reason almost

entirely invincible and irresponsible.

Since God and mammon cannot be served at

the same time, the full outcome of capitalism

has meant the domination of mammon in this

world over God. No wonder that our civiliza-

tion shows also the characteristic moral decay
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of other civilizations that were dominated by
those who controlled economic power. When
economic power and success is the highest rec-

ognized value in any society, then the society

must needs lose its hold on the accepted moral

values of Christianity. What doth it profit any
man or all of society if it gain the whole world
and lose the life of its soul?

'"Nowadays, as more than once in the history

of the Church/' writes Pius XI, “we are con-

fronted with a world which in large measure

has almost fallen back into paganism."
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3. Breakdown of Social Solidarity

The spirit of individual profit-seeking is one
that frankly fosters egoism, especially when it

is sponsored in the name of a free-for-all strug-

gle among men who should be cooperating as

brothers and should have some care one of the

other because of their common membership in

the human family. The egoism arising out of

our laissez-faire capitalism has indeed shown the

characteristic of all true egoism: the desire for

domination over their fellowmen by the suc-

cessful capitalistic supermen. This has been the

"success” for which men have striven in bitter-

est competition.

When such an attitude is tied up with the

economic pursuit of wealth for the sake of the

power that wealth bestows, it must needs leave

all spiritual ideals out of account, since they are

but hindrances in the attainment of this goal.

This is all the easier when the science of eco-

nomics or of economic activity is professedly

separated from principles and ideals of ethics

or moral conduct.

Now the welfare of society, of human broth-

erhood, depends on the upholding and the pur-

suit of higher spiritual ideals in life. Whatever

is immoral and unspiritual must be either sup-

pressed or kept within control of these ideals,
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else it will tend in its turn to destroy them.

Under such circumstances could the ruthless pur-

suit of egoistic material aims have any but a

destructive effect on the higher ideals of social

life? The history of our times shows an in-

crease of immorality and impiety that at the

very least runs parallel with the growth of the

dictatorship of plutocracy.

One of the consequences of this modern ego-

ism is the isolation and consequent disorganiza-

tion it effects among men. Instead of unifying

men unto social cooperation, it pits man against

man and class against class, for on this the

struggle depends out of which the economic

superman rises victorious. Hence even in the

most democratic of countries we see the ever

greater division of men into classes between

whom there is nought of the love that should

exist between men, and much of the bitterest

hate. This is especially true in regard to the

two great divisions characterized as capital and
labor.

“The demand and supply of labor/' says

Pius XI, “divides men on the labor market into

two classes, as into two camps, and the bar-

gaining between these parties transforms this

labor market into an arena where the two armies

are engaged in combat."

Another consequence has been the increasing

moral anarchy that only helps to increase the

disintegration of social units. Wherever the prin-

ciple of every-man-for-himself has taken root,
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family solidarity has disappeared, and with it

the natural nursery grounds for the learning of

the principle and the blessings of human broth-

erhood. There has been less and less of common
family life in modern times. Often the mem-
bers of a family hardly get together even for

meals. Each member is respected as a producer,

but unwelcome as a consumer. Even the one

child is often avoided so that man and wife

may spend their time freely away from home.

Similarly the social solidarity of the com-
munity has suffered greatly. On the one hand
men and families may be heaped up in close

city quarters and remain strangers to one an-

other, even potential enemies. On the other hand
the instability of economic security makes for

shifting to and fro from place to place, so that

the "home town" has no further human mean-
ing than the place of birth. Where there is com-
munal solidarity there is human fellowship. The
latter has bonds of human sentiment and com-
mon ideals. Where such fellowship is displaced

by the heaping up of unrelated masses, the com-
munity of ideals is narrowed down to the will

to exist and to enjoy, each one for himself and

as much as he can.

The same disintegrative spirit has entered into

public life. "The intermingling and scandalous

confusing of the duties and offices of civil au-

thority and of economics has produced crying

evils and has gone so far as to degrade the maj-

esty of the State. The State which should be the
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supreme arbiter, ruling in kingly fashion far

above all party contention, intent only upon
justice and the common good, has become in-

stead a slave, bound over to the service of hu-

man passion and greed" (Quadragesimo Anno )

.

Officials of states have indeed been imbued
with the supreme importance of the economic

motive in life and have used their official posi-

tion almost without scruple, it seems, for their

own economic advantage. Apart from that they

have their duty to their constituents. Affairs of

the nation are decided on the basis of the ad-

vantage to regional or local constituencies. Of-

ficials are intent on "bringing home the bacon"
in order to insure their re-election, and this in

order to repeat for their constituents, etc., etc.

The public life becomes a mirror on a large

scale of the struggle between individuals and
groups for the material advantages of this life.

In such a condition of affairs there is little room
for the statesman who tries to visualize the com-
mon good, and who puts the latter above the

particular good of any section of the whole
commonwealth.

One of the effects of this growing disintegra-

tion of human solidarity is on the one hand the

concentration of power and success in the hands
of the few, and on the other hand the increasing

helplessness, even despair, of the masses. In

growing numbers the latter feel the futility of

initiative and effort and the emptiness of the

"good will" to improve their lot when success

17



cannot be theirs in any event. The final outcome
of egoism is sterilization of human hopes and
good will. The fundamental right to live, to

work, to develop personality, becomes a mock-
ery, so that this birthright of man will readily

be sold for the mess of pottage held out as a

bait by social demagogues so frequently in hu-

man history.
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4. Capitalistic Economy Defeats Itself

We sometimes hear men use the phrase “un-

bridled capitalism/' but the addition of the ad-

jective is superfluous when speaking of present-

day economic life. For it is part of the nature

of the capitalistic system to be unbridled or un-

checked. That lies at the very foundation of

laissez-faire . It also follows from the avowed
aim of our economic life: production or business

for profit.

It is this underlying viewpoint that has given

its dynamic character to modern capitalism. If

the goal of economic activity is profit, what is

there to limit this activity except the impossi-

bility of further profit? Hence the constant urge

for more and greater profits, the constant ex-

pansion of industry, its absorption of competi-

tors, etc. It is not without reason that some have

spoken of modern combines as giant octopuses

spreading their tentacles to embrace the entire

globe.

It is this spirit of our day that has given us

the accepted slogan of always “bigger and bet-

ter," and the life-aim of our successful business

men as not profit-for-a-living but living-for-

profit and for the power that accompanies ac-

cumulation of wealth.

It is this dynamic urge for more profit and
the swallowing up of smaller units into the
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larger in order to avoid the minor crises of com-
petition, some say, that necessarily brings on the

severer economic depressions such as we are ex-

periencing today. Through constant expansion

of business and the credit that goes with it, even

the largest concerns become top-heavy. The crest

of the wave breaks and the collapse that follows

comes on apace. Since there is a limit to aU things

human, critics say, this unlimited forward
march with eyes glued only to one thing, more
profit, must inevitably end in severe economic

crises from which there is no escape in terms of

our super-capitalism. In other words, dynamic
capitalism logically defeats itself by leading

periodically to ever greater depressions.

Industrial capitalism is of its nature engaged

in the manufacture of two kinds of goods: (1)

Capital goods to be used for production; and

(2) consumable goods, to be used or used up
in the satisfaction of needs and wants. Naturally

the success of production of capital goods de-

pends on the successful production of consum-
able goods. One does not make tools with which
to make tools with which to make yet more tools

ad infinitum. All production finally depends on
the successful marketing and sale of the consum-
able goods.

Now much of the profits and high-bracket

salaries paid in industry is normally used for

further investment, that is, for further expan-

sion of production. And this expanded produc-

tion in turn depends for its success on the great-
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er consumption of goods. But the power to buy
consumable goods is made up chiefly of the

wages given to the common laborers and of a

small part of the incomes in the higher brackets.

According to the customary distribution of

profits, only a part of the total industrial re-

turns is available or is used for purchase of con-

sumable goods. Since expansion of industrial

activities means some increase of labor's pur-

chasing power, the inevitable breakdown does

not come at once. While production expands

consuming power increases somewhat, although

the amount of production has also thereby in-

creased still more. The latter keeps at least one

step ahead of the former as long as expansion

continues. But as soon as production ceases to

expand, or the total wages paid by industry

ceases to increase, purchasing power lags behind

the required amount, the market clutters, the ex-

pected profits do not accrue and production is

decreased, purchasing power is thereby reduced

in a still greater degree, etc., and the depression

is on.

In the past generations there have been at

least two or three conditions that tended to ease

up the untoward consequences just mentioned.

One of these was our moving Western frontier,

which was always a land of new opportunity

for those who had failed “back East." In regard

to Europe (and America as well), there were

the untapped resources and markets of South

America, Asia, and Africa. And there was also
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the unsaturated market everywhere in regard to

new inventions like the automobile and the ra-

dio. But our frontier has long ago sunk down in

the Pacific and practically all the world has now
been exploited wherever it has not itself become
industrial and expansionist. These past safety-

valves against depressions no longer exist.

While industries expanded, and new lands

were tapped, and markets were not yet saturat-

ed, all went well, although even then there were

periodic checks upon the flow of purchasing

power by the increasing use of labor-saving ma-
chinery among other things. While foreign in-

vestments lasted, there was an outlet for accu-

mulated capital, even if no consuming power
was thereby produced at home.

To all these conditions of capitalistic success

an end had to come by reason of the natural lim-

itations of things if not by reason of increasing

jealousies and rivalry. Once profits cease to in-

crease according to expectations there is a check

on the spirit of enterprise, and the downward
movement may take on the proportions and mo-
mentum of a giant avalanche. This lies in the

very nature of the production -for-profit ideal.

"For the capitalist system of productive or-

ganization," writes G. D. H. Cole, "is based

essentially on the incentive of private profit.

The capitalist entrepreneur will not and cannot

go on producing goods unless he can make a

profit by their sale. His market is thereby limit-

ed not by the needs of the consumers but by
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their willingness and ability to pay him a re-

munerative price. As the prices he can get tend

to fall as the supply of goods on the market is

increased, the entrepreneur is disposed to retaliate

by restricting production in order to keep them
up to a remunerative level. But this reacts on
his costs, which tend to decrease with larger and
to increase with smaller output/' The final re-

sult of all this we are only too well aware of to-

day. It is capitalism's vicious circle.
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5. Profit versus Social Service

The term
‘

'service' ' has become quite a slogan

in modern business. The purpose of the latter

professedly is to give "service/' Yet everyone

knows that behind the service is the further

purpose and expectation of more profit. The real

motto is service for better business, i.e., for better

profits. This is inherent in the philosophy of

modern capitalism.

Unfortunately the aim of this philosophy

cannot work in two directions, and so it must
needs neglect the basic principle, that the pur-

pose of material goods is really servicing of the

needs of mankind, at least whenever that pur-

pose clashes with the guiding one of profit.

Those profits, in turn, which are not needed

for subserving the wants of the owner have only

one purpose today, that of further investment

in profitable economic enterprises. The ultimate

purpose of money is the breeding of more
money.

One of the most powerful incentives for the

development of interlocking directorates and of

holding companies was that these enabled the

capitalist to avoid "social control," i. e., control

of business in the interests of the common good.

Far from being "business for service," it meant

increasing power and control in the interests of
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high-powered owners to the neglect of the good

of laborer and consumer, often to their positive

harm.

Regarding holding companies, e. g., Bon-
bright and Means have the following to say:

'‘Recently the holding company has been ex-

tensively employed to avoid the social control

of banking. Here it has been .used to defeat the

purpose of state and federal banking laws re-

stricting branch banking. ... In 1926 only a

few insignificant banks were controlled by hold-

ing companies. By the end of 1929 thirty-eight

holding companies controlled over five hundred
banks with combined resources of over $8,000,-

000,000. With one exception these banks were

in states not allowing branch banking" (En-
cyclopedia of the Social Sciences.)

The plutocratic corporations, which grew by
swallowing up ever more and more independent

owners and smaller corporations, have thus

gained ever greater control of money and
through money of industry. It was estimated in

1931 that one per cent of the banks controlled

ninety-nine per cent of financial resources in the

United States ( The New Republic

,

Oct. 14) .

Since control is for profit, it means that almost

a whole nation is at work for the profit of the

small number of those in control.

As an example, it should be interesting to

quote government statistics that were compiled

and issued in a report as early as 1913. Three
corporations, joined together as affiliates or al-
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lies, held 341 directorships in 112 important
corporations with total resources of $22,245,-
000,000. They were distributed as follows:

(1) 34 banks and trust companies: $2,679,-

000,000 resources, being thirteen per cent of all

banking resources.

(2) 10 insurance companies: $2,293,000,-
000 resources, being fifty-seven per cent of all

insurance resources.

(3) 32 railroads: $11,784,000,000 capitali-

zation with 150,000 mileage.

(4) 24 industrial and commercial combina-

tions: $3,339,000,000 capitalization.

(5) 12 public utility companies: $2,150,-

000,000 capitalization.

If one remembers that control of such hold-

ings means concentration of the profits which
arise out of the energies of millions of men scat-

tered over the whole country, the present un-

equal distribution of wealth becomes quite in-

telligible.

The unequal distribution of wealth between

different classes can also be seen from the in-

crease of returns received by each of them, say,

from the year 1923 to the beginning of the de-

pression in 1929. If the figure 100 be taken as

a basis for the incomes of 1923 then the in-

crease from then to 1929 is as follows:

(1) Speculative profits increased from 100 to

400.3—an increase of slightly over four hun-
dred per cent in the six years.
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(2) Interest and dividends increased from 100

to 1 77,2.

(3) Wages increased from 100 to 112.4.

Still more striking are the figures of the in-

ternal revenue bureau for 1933 in comparison

with 1932, two of the worst years of the de-

pression. The newspaper headlines reported in

large letters that "Million Dollar Income List

Doubles in Year" with the sub-heading "81,-

000 fewer returns filed by class earning $5,000
or less—three earn 26 million in 1933." While
there were twenty individuals that had an in-

come of over a million dollars in 1932 there

were forty-six such in 1933. Throughout, the

number of individuals receiving $25,000 or

more income per year had increased from 1932
to 1933; while the number of those that re-

ceived less than $25,000 per year income had
decreased very considerably, and the number of

those receiving an income below the limits of

taxation in turn increased greatly. Even in the

depression, with most of the business activity a

result of relief money pumped into the social

organism by the government, the maldistribu-

tion not only continued but grew alarmingly.

While the Christian tradition has always up-

held the right of all men to such a share in the

goods of the earth as is required for the needs

of life and for freedom from economic worries,

our economic system has been functioning on
quite a different principle. Verily, to him that

hath shall be given, and he shall abound; but
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from him that hath not, also that which he

thinketh he hath, shall be taken away. The
Scriptural passage occurs five times in the course

of three gospels.

This is not a matter of good or bad will on
the part of a few favored individuals. It lies in

the very structure of our economic system that

the unequal distribution should go on, and
should increase with its continuance. There can

be no surprise in this if one remembers that the

system itself was developed, not under the ban-

ner of social service, but under that of maximum
profit for those who come out on top in the gen-

eral struggle.
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6. Inhuman vs. Human Relations.

In former times the transaction of business

was generally a human relation between two
neighbors or fellows of the same larger com-

munity. People bought at stores and shops

whose owners and operators they knew at least

by name and whom they could approach in per-

son. These owners had to keep on friendly

terms with the community and the neighbor-

hood else their business would suffer.

Today it is generally impossible for the av-

erage consumer to get in touch with the person

who is ultimately responsible for the business

policies of the firm he is buying from. It is to-

day company so-and-so which erects a new es-

tablishment and conducts its business. Usually

the consumer knows only that the business is

owned by some company or corporation whose
center is far away, and whose board of direc-

tors is an intangible impersonal power func-

tioning behind locked doors as far as he is con-

cerned. All the local men connected with the

business are only hired on salaries; they are

sorry they cannot contribute to this or that

neighborhood enterprise, they must obey orders

from headquarters, etc. No wonder that this

type of gigantic business corporation is ruthless

in extermination or amalgamation of smaller
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independent rivals. Human relations no longer

come into consideration.

This is an accompaniment of the large type

of corporation which at first had to fight its

way into toleration, then attained legal protec-

tion and thereafter grew strong enough to op-

pose all legislation that was meant to curb its

powers in favor of human relations or social

weal.

"In a society in which petty trade faded

gradually before big business/' write Hamilton
and Till, "an easy gradation led from person

to corporation and from right to privilege. The
rhetoric of democracy provided a plausible

verbal disguise for the cause of property; and in

the name of freedom of contract the United

States Supreme Court declared invalid many
acts of social legislation. ... In a transition as

gradual as the course of events which gave it

protective coloring, the rights of man were be-

ing converted into the immunities of corpora-

tions" (Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences ).

In an article on "Corporations and Human
Liberty," in the American Review (Feb.,

1935), John C. Rawe, S.J., points out that

the amendment to the Constitution which de-

fined more clearly the rights and privileges of

human persons was the one used in our law
courts to defend the privileges and property

rights of corporations. In other words, what
was to be a safeguard for the rights of human
persons became the bulwark of the immunities
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and privileges of legal persons. It was this fact

that helped to raise mere ownership to a right

standing high above other human rights, and
that made ownership the outstanding absolute

right of our super-capitalistic age.

“The legal guarantee of limited liability in

case of bankruptcy/' writes Father Rawe, “and

the use of natural rights with judicial approba-

tion have given the incorporated companies a

power with respect to ownership which has no
parallel in the whole history of property. There

is only one kind of ownership which exceeds it

in extent and that is state ownership—the il-

legal ownership assumed unto itself by an ir-

responsible, tyrannical, communistic state."

“No one will accuse our government of

tyrannical communistic activities," he goes on,

“nor has it ever intended to sell out its citizens

and their belongings to any one of several joint

stock corporations of its own creation. It is the

joint stock corporations who are forcing the

sale, a chosen incorporated few who forget that

we are human beings and that our government
is set up primarily to protect us and not the

joint stock corporations from political and eco-

nomic disasters."

If critics of capitalism point to the neglect of

human and personal values in our present eco-

nomic life, this is but a natural result of the

general trend we are referring to, and likewise

the natural result of the business-for-profit ideal.

In such a system consumers do not count except
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in so far as they actually furnish the purchasing

power which keeps the wheels of industry

agoing.

And labor does not come off a whit better.

Labor is one of the necessary sources of expense

in the conducting of industry, like the raw ma-
terials that must be purchased. It is but a com-
modity like the latter, to be purchased at the

lowest possible cost or to be taken into account

only insofar as it is indispensable for creating

industrial profits.

This whole attitude is well expressed in the

accepted definitions of contemporary economic

science, which aims only at being a mirror of

things as they are. Two or three examples will

suffice for our purposes. They are taken from a

much used college text-book on Elementary

Economics in two large volumes.

(1) Property is "the right to income; that is,

the right to the benefits or services of wealth or

free persons." Note the supremacy of property

over all else since it is ownership as such that

confers the right to the benefits of wealth and
to the services of free persons.

(2) "Wealth is the source of income, where-

as property is the distributor of income" (p.

21). Where does labor come in? Apparently it

is nothing but a cost factor.

(3) Income is defined as the "benefits or

services rendered by wealth or free persons." All

of this belongs by right to "property" and so

the circle is complete.
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How different from the Christian tradition

of the despised Middle Ages! Then property

meant the right to the necessaries and the rea-

sonable comforts of life plus the duty of serving

the needs and wants of others. Human consid-

erations and values came first and the basic

rights of men stood high above all others.
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7. Mechanization of the Workingman.

In an efficient industrial plant production

must operate like clockwork. The pace is set by
a complicated machinery of which all parts

must work together with mechanical precision.

The men connected with the machine work are

made part and parcel of this dominating mech-

anism. They must accept the pace set by the ma-
chine, start when it starts, and keep up with its

speed. The men themselves are divided in their

tasks until each one does but a smallest part in

endless repetition with all the dull monotony
of the drive-shaft of a wheel. In a complex ma-
chinery there must be a hundred per cent regi-

mentation; and the workers connected with ma-
chine production are made to approximate the

machine as closely as possible.

Between the relation of present man to the

machine and of former man to his tools there is

an immense difference. The machine like the

tool is the product of human development. Both
tool and machine are extensions of man's organs,

but with a difference that is gigantic. The ma-
chine may well be called the "iron beast."

In a sense the machine separates man even

from his own personal nature. Man dominates

his tools even while he is limited to definite pro-

cedures by their use. But the machine dominates
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man once it has been set in motion. There is

something almost demoniac in the machine,

say, in a locomotive or an automobile, over

against the old-fashioned horse-carriage. An
animal is always a living thing; but a machine

is lifeless, an immense store-house of mechanical

power in which there is something uncanny
once the power is unloosed. Once it is set

a-going, it goes on in spite of all opposition till

something breaks. Thus the machine has truly

separated man from nature; it has segregated

the powers of nature from their human elements

and constructed a relatively autonomous mon-
ster according to whose pace all the world today

is made to speed on in a maddening race (Cf.

Peter Wust, Von der Daemonie der modernen
Technik )

.

Once set in motion by the dynamic drive of

modern capitalism, the machines of industry

carry man along in the rushing current of their

inhuman momentum. Coupled with the gigantic

combinations of our economic system, this has

produced a modern Moloch that swallows all

who are its victims either through too abject

subservience or through refusal to adore. There
is no room left for human elements to have

human play, no opening for human affections

beyond the initial wonder at the giant creation

of man's brain.

Chesterton has well pointed out that today
the average worker really does not know for

whom he is working—the personal relation has
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been abolished by the mechanization of labor.

It is now impossible, he goes on, to persuade

workers to show love or service to their employ-
ers. Who are the latter? A minimum require-

ment for self-respect in a servant is that he

knows whom he is serving. The worker should

have at least a suspicion whose employee he is in

industry. Modern capitalistic, monopolistic in-

dustry shoves about thousands of men, lays

them off, rehires them, regardless of their indi-

viduality. They are mere cogs in a machine.

Millions of workers, moreover, never get to see

what they really produce, whom they obey, or

who really gets the benefit from their work. We
can demand that a soldier give up his life for his

country, or that a Christian give his life for his

faith, but we can demand of no man that he un-

dergo continuous self-denial for an unknown
power.

The mechanization of human personality

has been thus described by one whose soul re-

volted against the experience: “I write from an

intimate knowledge of modern machine indus-

try with its mass production, its speeding up
and general soullessness. When I entered indus-

try I found it a nightmare of time-recording

clocks which rang with a sharp staccato clang

when the card was stamped, and of numbered
brass tool checks which impressed upon me that

my place in the universe was C702, a conten-

tion I instinctively disputed. No one had any

individuality at all. The machine took hold of
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me with its iron fingers and worked me into the

shape required. Every second had to be account-

ed for. As I clocked off one job, I clocked on to

the next. . . . Attention was lavished on the

stresses and strains of machinery and metal, but

the more delicate mechanism of human nerve

and sinews—not to speak of human souls—was

ignored” (Central-Blatt and Social Justice

,

November, 1926).

With the increasing absorption of smaller

business, and the consequent reduction of ever

more small owners to mere hired workers, the

dethronement of human personality has gone on
continuously. Ever more and more men are but

mechanical or semi-mechanical parts of a huge

system that is entirely beyond their control.

They exercise no real control over their eco-

nomic status; they have no power of determina-

tion even over their wages. For with the system

of distribution in vogue, ownership has the

place of priority, and all human elements apart

from ownership receive barely enough to keep

them alive and sufficiently strong to continue

working at the pace set for them. At best they

are reduced to the status of domestic animals

who are fed to do their share of work and are

considered useless beyond that.

The average hired worker is at the mercy of

the unseen powers for whom he is working. He
dares not look ahead too far and face all possi-

bilities else he must see the threat of constant

economic insecurity in the offing. He is always
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more or less in the position of a beggar who
must placate those on whom he is dependent.

He has the beggar's freedom to accept what is

offered him or else to starve.

He is a victim of the same system and spirit

under which the black slavery of the past cen-

turies developed to its utmost, one can hardly

use the word flourished . He is but one of the in-

creasing number of economic dependents that

swell the ranks of the white proletariat of our

civilization and that have rightly been called

economic slaves. Has Belloc prophesied too well

the advent of the Servile State?
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8. Suppression of Personality.

In a preceding series we spoke of human
labor as the expression of personality. In its

ideal form it is the personal exercise of one’s

energies by which the resulting product receives

the stamp of one’s own character. To work is

then to put the stamp of one’s spirit on matter.

This idea held most truly of the exercise of the

handicrafts of an earlier day. But it is far from
true regarding the large-scale industrial produc-

tion of our times. Where human labor has been

completely mechanized, all that savors of per-

sonality and all that savors of individual spirit

must also be suppressed.

Work that is in accordance with the dignity

of human nature, work that is truly the exer-

cise of human personality, must always be such

as to answer to the fundamental traits of the

human person. It must contain characteristics

that have a natural appeal to human personality.

It must give some opportunity for personal

pride, some outlet for the creative character of

labor, some basis for pleasure or for the sense of

personal possession and attachment even when
the work must needs be disagreeable in itself; it

should be purposive in the sense that its relation

to a whole outcome is grasped as a personal re-

lation and a personal contribution. There should
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be some play for initiative or at least responsi-

bility for the contribution and for the larger

whole of which it is a part. In other words,

there must somewhere be a basis in the work
for personal pride and attachment, loyalty of

some kind. Else the work will be far from en-

nobling, will be degrading to all that is best in

human nature and personality.

All of the aspects of work just mentioned,

which combine to make human labor something
worthy of the dignity of man, are absent to a

maximum degree in the industrial system of to-

day, save for the favored few. The. extreme di-

vision of labor has separated the individual from
all contact with the whole product in its finished

form, even as it has separated the laborer alto-

gether from personal attachment to the tools he

works with. In mass production each worker
makes only a small part of the whole product,

performs only a minimum series of different ac-

tions, but repeats these in endless repetition.

This makes for a maximum of monotony and
dullness in the work instead of- pride and joy.

Especially where the scientific study of the

mechanical contribution of each human move-
ment has been scientifically developed, so that

the maximum result can be obtained with a

minimum of effort, the mechanization of man
is at its utmost peak. Of course, this scientific

study has been praised for reducing the waste-

ful expenditure of human energy by individual

laborers, but it has also tended more and more to
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crush out all human elements by reducing spon-

taneity to nil. And where the laborers are also

completely at the mercy of a machinery that sets

the pace inexorably, this scientific study has but

resulted in the better adaptation of the man to

the machine, that is, in speeding up production.

What else could one expect where the sole

avowed purpose of life is that of maximum re-

sult with minimum effort, or maximum profit

with least cost.

In the article quoted in the preceding number
of this series the writer, C702, goes on to say:

"But I write unjustly. We were not ignored.

On the contrary, a gentleman with a stopwatch

frequently stood over a man, timing an opera-

tion and calculating how few motions were

required to complete a given task. When the

time was fixed each worker had to do the job

in that time and in that way. ... I cannot com-
plain that we were not studied. But the purpose

of the study was the work, not the man. No
one dreamt of considering the effect on his well-

being and development."

Such labor is depersonalized or dehumanized
to the nth degree. The absence of human loyal-

ty and uplifting sentiment during working
hours takes the form of an unwholesome repres-

sion that looks for excessive relief in the off-

work periods. Yet it is part of our system that

the home is only too often as despiritualized as

the factory. There is no living where men are

heaped up like animals, without the privacy and
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the comforts that permit legitimate self-respect

to man. The life of the modern large city is to

a great extent separated from the bonds and the

beauties of nature, of home, of fellowship, and
of neighborhood.

Persons often criticize the modern laborers

for the excessive way in which they crave for

amusement and excitement away from home
and factory. But is the blame all their own?
They are but part of the whole mass of hu-

manity of today that is madly trying to escape

the ennui of life, desperately trying to escape

from what our modern life and its philosophy

has made of man. In this escape, too, the labor-

er again has the greatest disadvantage. When he

tries to seek a compensation for the dullness of

the day's labor, he must needs have recourse to

sensational forms of cheap amusement. And
these are themselves capitalistically organized,

not for the humanizing purpose of satisfying

man's spirit, but for a maximum of material

profit.

The whole set of conditions surrounding the

laborer today must have a profound and de-

pressing psychological effect. The economic in-

security that makes him virtually a beggar with

the beggar's freedom to take what is offered or

else to starve, the inadequacy of wages when he

has work, the de-spiritualizing effect of this

work, the involuntary submission to all these,

must needs develop a mentality that is skeptical

and indifferent to all true human values, if not
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positively hostile—the easy prey to sympathetic

propaganda of any kind.

The blame for this does not rest with the

laborer. It rests with the system under which
black slavery could flourish as never before in

the history of mankind, and in which black

slavery has ceded to a white proletariat whose
lot under economic slavery is often rather worse

than better in comparison with its predecessor.

Is it the advent of a new barbarism?
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9. Business Becomes a Great Gamble.

A THEORY of economics based on the autono-

my of economics, that is, on the view that busi-

ness is its own law and is subject only to its

supreme aim of profit, will naturally chafe at

all restraint that hinders the attainment of its

one goal. The philosophy of laissez-faire made
immunity from legal interference a principle, as

well as the separation of economics from ethics.

Where nevertheless there existed legal checks to

the accepted ambitions of the economic super-

men, the latter used their power and ingenuity

to circumvent the law, as happened for example

in the development of interlocking directorates.

Why not, if the whole purpose of life is material

gain on the part of those who come out on top

in the struggle of all against all?

The preferential contracts and preferential

price fixings made possible through the powers

given by interlocking directorates is only one

small item in the list of means and devices fot

achieving the accepted end of all life.

The competition for economic victory has

given rise to a waste of natural resources, a dis-

regard of future generations, that is highly im-

moral when judged in the light of Christian

principles regarding the purpose of the things

of earth. It has given rise to wholesale falsifica-
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tion of goods, flooding the market with cheap,

non-durable articles of all kinds; to artificial

creation of demand by means of advertising

statements that were often as false as they pos-

sibly could be. It is not without reason that

men have spoken of the moral chaos or moral

anarchy of our economic life.

As the trend towards concentration of own-
ership and control increased, it became easier to

eliminate smaller and weaker competitors in any

business. The outcome has been that competi-

tion has to a large extent been eliminated in our

economic life and supplanted by monopoly. Yet

competition was one of the bulwarks of laissez-

faire capitalism; it was precisely on this compe-
tition that the social benefits of our system were

thought to depend. As long as competition con-

tinued, it was the consumers, the general public,

that would be the beneficiaries. But when com-
petition became unprofitable for those who were

coming out on top in the general struggle, com-
petition had to disappear in favor of the more
ultimate principle of maximum gain through

monopoly. Thereby capitalism denied one of its

own most basic principles.

It was thus that the social purpose and social

good of economic life, which was to be attained

by all-around competition, was first of all fet-

tered by the chains of "natural economic laws,"

and then left to die in secret—“spurlos vet-

schwundenV 9

In place of the erstwhile compe-
tition between productive and commercial en-
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terprises, came the growing manipulation of

markets and money for a quick turnover of

profits. Responsibility for losses to the public

was readily abolished by subservient lawmakers.

“The managerial group escaped responsibility

to investors; dabbled in securities of their own
corporations; and, with a nice appreciation of

their own merits, voted to themselves bonuses.

In what had gradually come to be positions of

trust they disported themselves in the grand

tradition of personal ownership. The separation

of finance from industry created the absentee

proprietor, the speculator and the investment

banker. As a result authority was divorced from

responsibility, and power was removed far from

the sources of knowledge’' (William H. Hamil-

ton and Irene Till)

.

The era of modern speculation entered in full

force. Formerly speculation had meant merely

the “investment of resources in the effort to cre-

ate wealth." But now it meant “the buying and

selling of commodities, securities or land in the

hope of realizing a profit from fluctuations in

prices." This is the current type of speculation;

it “is primarily competitive and acquisitive. It

is only incidentally productive." Its purpose is

always “to gain a relative advantage at the ex-

pense of the rest of the community either by su-

perior knowledge or by superior luck" (Article

“Speculation" in the Encyclopedia of the Social

Sciences )

.
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Of course, the general public were let in on

this speculative buying of stocks—this was part

of the increasing democratization of ownership!

But it was also necessary for the captains of

speculation, who in that way had always a

ready host of helpless victims for their superior

knowledge or power.

Hilaire Belloc is often accused of one-sided

emphasis in his historical judgments. Yet the

following pertinent picture of our economic life

is by no means farfetched: "It was precisely be-

cause men wanted to enjoy rather than to own,
because they lost the sense of what is funda-

mental in man, that they promoted a machinery

[system] by which the first great landlord of

the 'Reformation' rising on the ruins of religion

was economically dominant, next the merchant

capitalist reached the head of affairs until now
more and more the mere gambler or the mere

swindler enjoys supreme economic power in our

diseased and moribund economic society" ( The
Church and Socialism )

.

In this connection Father Belliot (Manuel de

sociologie catholique ) speaks of three kinds of

social parasites, of which two are socially use-

less, and one positively harmful: (1) Those in

need and not working—beggars, tramps, etc.

—

Today we must add the millions of unemployed
who are only too willing to work but unable

to do so by reason of conditions that are beyond
their control. (2) Those who do not work, but

still are not in need—men of means living on
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their wealth. (3) Those who work, but only

to exploit the labor of others—many brokers,

speculators of all kinds, promoters boosting new
enterprises, usurers, etc.

The first two classes, he continues, are bur-

densome for society in some way or other other;

the third is much worse, it is positively danger-

ous and a menace to the common good. The first

two classes are more useless than positively

harmful; the third class is positively harmful

and not merely useless. The first two classes are

idle and inactive, while the third is anything

but that. It is very active, but its activity con-

sists in despoiling others, who are the true pro-

ducers, of a part of their legitimate profits, of

the products of their labor and energy.

The third class is rightly called that of social

bloodsuckers. They are an economic evil and
are anti-social in their philosophy as in their

life. They constitute the worst aspect of cap-

italism, the professional speculators and pluto-

crats. They constantly violate the rule that the

product of labor belongs to those who do the

work. They are born out of a defective principle

of distribution of wealth, and out of a false,

nay an immoral, conception of values.
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